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Scaling study and RSSAC response - Suzanne

ICANN BoT Ask for a recommendation on changes to the root zone based on the commissioned root scaling study. SSAC and RSSAC are supposed to respond. A study was commissioned and has been delivered. RSSAC needs to provide advice.

We would like to see some progress today ... There will be followup work. Implementations will come after.

Matt: propose the following -

SSAC is preparing its response - scheduled - target eom dec 2009
Should we do something similar? Appoint a drafting team?

KC, Andrei, Johan, Bill, Paul, Sz - willing to form the drafting team.

Sz: Some talking about doing DNSSEC first
   general hum of OK'ness
   What are the numbers of new requests?
   IDN fasttrack ~ 40-60
   Timing of new entries

Matt: take to list... need a drafting team soon. Some working material to start from.
Bill: provided a working draft - rejected by one RSSAC member.
Crain: volunteer now - not a lot of time for our recommendation
Murai: will come back to the list when?
Les: end of November. plan is draft up, give 7-10 days to do that, then circulate get comments, back to you, few days before end of month

DNSSEC deployment at the root - Matt

A quick review of the presentation material that has already been seen
Both a requirements and architecture documents are now published
Practice Statements ought to be forthcoming soon.
Matt will post the URLs when they are available.

RSSAC review update -

There is a Design team - we are working - deliverables are forthcoming. Members from RSSAC are: Bill Andrei, Suz, Liman, Matt.
Andrei - Adding extra records in the NS set for root.servers.net
Only four servers are listed in the delegation, yet all are authoritative.
We talk about the process steps - General impression that this might be
A good idea, one thought that needed to be slept on, no one against. To
the list.

Paul: - viavoce - Should we hold RSSAC meetings at ICANN meetings?
A quick poll would be helpful. SSAC @ ICANN have public and private meetings. RSSAC has
done ICANN meetings before. Perhaps hold a workshop format. Will consider changes after the
36th RSSAC mtg - perhaps a small/impromptu meeting during Nairobi.